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Abstract
Noise caused by industry and infrastructure is a major source of dissatislaction with the
environment in residential areas.In order to assessand monitor the influence ofnoise, policies
on noise control have been developed in most European countries. Noise effect studies are
carried out to support these policies. The result of different studies can only be combined or
compared if the same indicators for noise exposure and the same assessmentmethods are
used. It is therefore important to develop standardised methods for noise mapping. This is
recognised by the DG Environment of the European commission, who is preparing a
Directive on Environmental Noise. This article illustrates and underlines the essenceof
standardised noise mapping tools. It also describes considerations for the development of
these tools and focuseson: accuracy; cost-benefitcriteria for noise measures;and presentation
of uncertainties in results.
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) play an important role in noise mapping. An
appropriate use of GIS in mapping noise effects makes it possible to optimise quality and
efficiencyof noise effect studies.Standardisation will benefit from the possibility of automating
the noise mapping processin GIS. Furthermore, GIS can play an important role in estimating
and exposing uncertainties.
e 2002 Elsevier ScienceLtd. All rights reserved.
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GIS; Uncertaintyanalysis
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1. Introduction
Noise is a major factor in dissatisfactionwith the environment in residential areas.
This has led to the development of policies on noise control and methods of assessing the impact of noise on the environment. Particularly on noise originating from
infrastructure and industry, which are the most widespread noise sourcesof today's
developed world.
Therefore, it is important to monitor the noise effectsof existing noise sourcesand
to study the possible (decreasein) noise effects on the environment of new plans.
These effect studies support the decision-making process.Based on these studies, the
plan with the least environmental impact can be selected and measures can be
devised by which the environmental impact is reduced.
To quantify and visualise noise effects an extended spatial database, spatial tools
and computation force are needed. For that reason GIS is used in studies on the
environmental impact of noise. Noise levels are computed in specially developed
simulation computer models and GIS is used to quantify and visualise noise effects
based on these noise levels.
At this moment, a universal method to obtain noise effects does not exist. This
leads to differencesin the results, as well as in quality and accuracy of different noise
studies. Consequently, controversial conclusions may be drawn from different studies. Furthermore the results of different studies can not be combined or compared.
This need for standardisationis recognisedby the DG Environment of the European
Commission, who is preparing a Directive on Environmental Noise. An important
part of this directive is noise mapping. The goal of this directive is that citieswith more
than 100,000inhabitants produce noise maps and action plans and repeat this every
5 years. The European Commission, who will publish the results, will collect the
outcomes. It is the intention of the European Commission to use the collected data
for setting environmental targets and for developing strategiesto achievethose targets
(European Commission, 1996).The results originating from different member states
can only be combined if all members use the same indicators for noise exposure and
the same methods to calculate these noise exposure levels. Nowadays this is not the
case.Comparative studies have shown dramatic differencesbetween the outcomes of
these methods (ten Wolde, 1999). Therefore the mentioned directive will include
harmonised indicators for noise exposure, assessmentmethods andnorse mapping.
The European Commission made a move in the right direction but the authors
fear that there is not enough attention for the following three subjects($1.1,$1.2and
$ 13 ) .
1.1. Accuracy
It is evident that the quality of the final results depends on the quality of the data
and the methods used in every step of the noise mapping process. In order to
improve the efficiency, the level of detail of the complete noise mapping process
should be adapted to the purpose and desired level of detail of the entire noise effect
study. This also means, finding a balance in the level of detail and the exactness
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between the different steps in the noise mapping process.It makes
no senseto put a
lot of effort in the accuracy of one step while another step in the process
is done with
less detail, loosing the earlier obtained details. In conclusion, ih"
u""rrracy of the
methods and input data used should be in balance and adapted to
the desired level
of detail of the final results.
1.2. Costlbenefit-criteriafor noise measures
It is clear that the measuresthat will be taken against noise will influence
the results
of the study. However, standardised objective decision criteria do
not exist Íbr the
decision whether or not the benefits of noise measures(reduction of
annoyance) are
enough to compensatefor the costs (and other negative effects).Until
now th. piu""ment of noise measureslike barriers, which is part of a noise effectsstudy
is subiective.
1.3. Presentationof the uncertaintiesin the results
The assessmentof uncertainties should also play an important part
in the stand_
ardisation. Since major decisions are made based on tLe results
of noise effect
studies, an important issue is: "what is the meaning of these results?".
Figures and
visualisations in noise.effect studies are produced ty "black boxes"
that give the
decision-maker no insight into the methods used to quantify noise
effects or their
related accuracy and errors. on the other hand, the iesults are
often accepted as
being exact and true despite the mentioned lack of insight.
These three issueswill be discussedin this article.
I .4. Sound and noíse
Sound is formed by oscillations of the air, which can be observed
by the human
ear. Humans are able to hear sounds within the frequency range
of 2ó Hertz (Hz)
to 20,000 Hz. Sound is expressedin decibels,dB(A), which-is a làgarithmic
scale.To
the human ear a sound reduction by l0 dB(A) will have the
apiroximate effect of
halving the subjectivenoise level (while reducing the sound "rr"rgy
with 90%). Faint
sounds such as rustling leaveshave a loudness of approximately
zo dB(A) and loud
music, such as in a disco, of 100 dB(A).
Sound has multiple roles. Sound is a source of information but
can also be disturbing. It can be pleasant as well as annoying. The same sound
can be useful for one
but unwanted for somebody else.The consequencesto the health
causedby noise are:
1 . loss of hearing (levels exceeding85 dB(A) and a long exposure time);
2 . stress related health effects like hypertension, cardiovascular problems,
influence on birth weight;
sleep disturbance; and
Á decreasing performance
ï.
(Health council of the Netherlands: committee on
noise and health, 1994).
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Although the sound levels in the surroundings of infrastructure and industry are
not that high to causedamage to hearing, the sound can be annoying and can cause
stress-relatedhealth effects,sleep disturbance and decreasingperformance.
Noise annoyance may be defined as a feeling of displeasure evoked by noise. It
depends upon many variables like sound intensity, frequency and variation in time.
Several studies on noise show a correlation between the time averaged noise level
and annoyance. The DG Environment of the European Commission has suggested
to use the L6.,, and Z.ir1,sas a indicators for noise exposure (de Vos, 2001).These
indicators have a good correlation with annoyance. Z6"n is defined as:

Ld"n: to x bgltzlz+ x

lgza*/ro+ 4/24 r. 1g(r**-'+s)/to

8I 2 4 x 1 6 ( r " o n ' + r o ) l l o ]

are the average noise levels during the day, evening
The Z6ur, I"u"rirg and Zr1*1r1
and night. The definition of the durance of the night (and the other periods of
the day) is left to each of the member states of the EU. Spain, for example, can
include the mid-afternoon siestain the definition of the night. In the Netherlands the
night is the period from 23:00 till 07:00.
A considered use of GIS in noise effect studies can improve efficiency,data management, quality, (insight in) accuracy and presentation. This will support the
standardisation and reliability of noise effect studies as will be shown in this
article. First, the noise mapping process is described in detail together with considerations to improve this process in relation to its purpose. After that, the decisionmaking processof noise measuresis described and suggestionsfor improvements in
this processare given. Lastly conclusions are given.

2. The noise mapping process
In search for possible standardisation the authors of this paper tried to answer the
questions "How can noise effect studies be more transparent, meaningful, reliable,
unambiguous and how can noise effects be examined more efficient?". To give an
answer to these questions they studied the whole process of noise mapping. Noise
mapping is the total of the following steps:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

collectingraw data, preparing, storing and querying of thesedata;
computing noise levels in computer models;
cumulating noise levels (when there are different sources);
determiningnoise contours;
determining noise effects;and
presentation of the impact of noise.

This orocessis shown in Fie. 1.
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Noisesensitivebuildingsand
areas(houses,schools,
natureparks)in the
surroundings

Determining
noise
contoursby interpolation

Confronting
the surroundings
with noisecontours
Prêsentation
and visualisation
of noise effects
Fig. l. Schematisationof the noise mapping process.

Noise effectsare determined in GIS by combining noise levels
with the location of
people, animals and/or their activities (in areas,
houses and other buildings) in
regard to their sensitivity to noise. The study could show
that noise measures are
necessary.After determining the necessarynoise measures,
steps 2_ 5 wlll be rep_
eated' This is an iterative (designing) process in which
the bËneÍits of the noise
measuresin comparison to the costs (and other negative
effectslike for example the
disturbance of the landscapeby barriers) are optimised.
T h e r e q u i r e di n p u t d a t a a n d m e t h o d sd e p e n do n t h e a c c u r a c y
that one aims to
achieve.This is illustrated by an example of how things shoul
d nit bedone as shown
in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2 shows the determination of the number of effected
houses arong a railway.
After the collection of the data on noise emission, the noise
barriers and height of
buildings, the noise level is calculated on a raster ofpoints.
These results are used to
determine noise contours by interpolation and the contours
are combined with
polygons containing the number of houses to assess
the number of noise-affected
houses' The polygons containing the number of houses
are a result of a conversion
of ZIP code areasto squaresof l00x 100 m.
It will be clear from Fig. 2 that the result will not be very
accurate.Although a lot of
effort was put in the calculation of the noise levels (the Dutch
standard calculation
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Fig. 2. Example of an inaccurate method to determine noise-effects (flor the presentation the nolse
barriers are drawn flat on the surface).

method was used which is accurate but takes a lot of modelling and calculation
time), this accuracy is lost in the following steps.
The overall accuracy in this example would have been improved if part of the
effort, time and money which was put in the first calculation step had been used to
improve the interpolation method for generating the noise contours or to obtain
more accurate geographic data on the location of the houses. The handicaps are
evident but still this noise mapping method is frequently used. This explains the fear
of the authors for the lack of attention for these problems.
In order to answer the question as stated in the beginning of this paragraph, all
steps in the noise mapping process (collecting raw data, storage and querying data,
computing noise levels and contours, determining noise effects in GIS, determining
noise measures and presentation of the results) were studied and will be described
one by one in the following paragraphs. The focus will be on their influence on the
quality, accuracy and duration of the study.
2.1. Step l: datq collecÍion, storage and conversion
A noise effect study requires a central spatial databasewith the required data and
the possibilities to processthese data in a GIS. As is shown in Fig. 1 two setsof data
can be distinsuished:
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l. data needed to compute noise levels (noise emission
of the noise source
and aspects influencing the transmission of noise
like the height of
buildings); and
2. the location of people, animals andlor their activities
(in areas, houses and
other buildings) in regard to their sensitivity to noise.
Noise effects are determined by combining (the result
of the) two data sets.
Scale and level of detail of the data need to be sufficiení
to reach the proposed
accuracy of the study. However, too much detail might
be too much for thé purpose
it has to serve.Too much detail in relation to the purpose
must be avoided in order
to limit time needed for collection, preparatio'unà "à-putation.
High variations in spatial information can only be reproduced
adequately if the
density of the sample,points (measuring or obseivation points)
is high enough. In
noise effect studies, this means that a high density
of information is needed on
locations where noise levels reduce fast witÀ distance.
These are the locations, which
are close to the noise source or behind noise-obstructing
objects. on locations where
noise levels vary little, like far away from the noise ,orrr..
or parallel to the source,
less detailed information is needed. This principle
is illustrated in Fig. 3, which
shows a dramatic improvement in the resulis in ielation
to the ,.standard,, method
snownln f ls. 2.

FigImproving accuracy by optimising information density
(exact location of houses near the source
.3'
and improved contours by using an optimised raster
ofpoints for interpolation).
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The level of detail of input data should be adjusted to these presumptions as well
as to the purpose of the study. This is the essenceof the process of data collection,
for
data storige and data conversion, which is neededto prepare the (available) data
noise effect studies.
2.1.1. UsíngavQilabledata
At preseÀt, there is an extensivecollection of digital geographical data available,
which could be used in noise effect studies. For example: large scale topographical
information and intensities of rail and road traffic'
The available digital data are not (yet) adequate in all cases' This is caused by
differencesin standards, data definitions, scalesand formats. Therefore, fieldwork
can still be necessary.An example of this is the preparation of height information
is
for the computer simulation models of noise transmission. Height information
the
moment,
At
this
noise'
obstruct
relevant, sinie buildings and other obstacles
of
height data are mostly measured in the field. Based on maps and this collection
computer
noise
in
the
as
input
to
serve
the
data
heights an acoustic expert prepares
moàel. This conversion and accompanying generalisation is done by hand.
process
By the availability of accurate laser scanning data, this time-consuming
computer
noise
the
for
data
input
the
of
preparation
can be automated (Fig. a). The
the
model no longer depènds on time-consuming work and subjective insights of
effect
of
noise
standardisation
and
efficiency
the
acoustic expert. This increases
studies.
2.2. Step 2: Computíng noise levels
In noise effect studies noise levels are computed and not measured. Computation
of noise levels instead of measuring them has advantages.In the first place, a future
is
situation cannot be measured.In the second place for most studies,the measuring
a
complete
obtain
to
needed
points
are
measure
many
practically impossible since
pi"trr" oi tt-r" noise situation. Finally, the legal security of the parties involved is
hisher. since the results do not vary with measuring errors'

and 3D information
Fig. 4. (a and b) An acoustic model automatically generatedbased on topographical
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In the Netherlands, the computation takes place in specialry
developed computer
models based on extensive measurements done in the 1970s
and l9g0s (vRoM,
1981, 1997, 1999).The computation methods are designed
to give an accurate result
on the scale of individual houses, for example, in order
to calculate the needed
insulation. Dutch law dictates a standard accurate computation
method, which has
to be used in these studies' In plan studies and studies
supporting noise policies this
accurate calculation method is not needed,although it is often
aiso used since other
methods are not available. For example, for alternative
studies: not the exact information on noise levels is needed, but only the differences
in the overall acoustical
situation resulting from different designs are needed to be
able to make a choice
between alternatives.
Furthermore, as stated before, it is senselessto obtain
accurate noise levels while
in most casesthese values are combined with less accurate
data. An example of this
was shown in Fig. 2, in which the accurate noise levels
are combined with less
detailed information like the location of house-areasbased
on Zlp code data (an
average number of houses is used instead of using the exact
locations of individual
houses).Computers are processingfor days, while a sufficiently
accurate result with
a less detailed model and less detailed data could be reached
in a few minutes.
In conclusion, the computation method of noise revels
should be adapted to the
required level of detail This is recognisedby the Dutch
Ministry of Housing, spatial
Development and the Environment who has started the research
to developl special
noise calculation method for mapping purposes. More
details on the calculation
methods can be found in the following pàragraph.
2.2.I . Dutch noise calculation methods
In the Netherlands the calculation of noise must follow
one of the official calculation methods. Nowadays there are two official methods,
which are called Standard
Calculation Methods 1 and 2. The first method is a simple
method which takes into
account the emission of the source, the distance to the
source, the absorption of
noise by the ground, the effect of wind and temperature (yearry
averaged), and a
simple reflection term but which does not consider
the àbstruction of noise by
objects' In other words Standard Calculation Method
I calculates the noise transmission for a flat landscape (Fig. 5a). This simple method
can only be rarely used,
becausein most casesthe obstruction of noise by buildings
is an important factor.
For these situations Standard calculation Method
2 was developed. with this
method the obstruction_and diffraction by objects andlor
heights in the landscape
are also calculated. To do so "noise paths" are defined form
tÀe source to each cal_
culation point (schematically shown in Fig. 5c). The
angles between these paths as
seen from the calculation point are 2 . Then the contribition
of each path is calculated and cumulated to get the overall noise level on
the calculation point. The
contribution of first (as shown in Fig. 5c), secondand third
order reflectionscan also
be calculated' The calculation of these reflection paths
is very diÍïicult and time
consuming (the location of "mirror" noise sourcesmust
be found). Nowadays it is
thought that another, less time consuming but for noise
mappirrg prrrpor", equally
accurate, approach can be used. This method will becomè
the Dutch stanaará
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Methods, from left to right
Fig. 5. (a c) Schematrcoverview of the Dutch Standard Noise calculation
2'
Standard Noise Calculation Method 1, I l/2 (proposal) and

on a
calculation Method 1l 12 (Fig. 5b). The first author of this article is working
of
Ministry
Dutch
the
of
contraat
proposal for this method for Railway Noise under
for
proposal
current
The
ilouring, Spatial Development and the Environment.
the
Standard Calculation Mèthod ll/2 assumes a diffuse sound Íield between
in
this
Parameters
m2.
per
10.000
buildings in a area with more then 10 buildings
"openess" of the first row of buildings
methoJare (1) the height and the average
and (2)
between the notse ,orrró", and the calculation point as seenfrom the source
Ministry
the
by
approval
After
area.
in
the
the average spacebetween the buildings
published at the
and by J commission of recommendation the method will be
purposes or
mapping
for
standard
beginning of 2002 and this will be the calculation
be used by
also
will
method
this
that
possible
rai'íway noise in the Netherlands. It is
will
method
calculation
noise
Railway
Dutch
other Buropean countries since the
a
calculation
without
countries
for
method
become the European standard interim
method. This until this interim method will be replaced by a new harmonized
European method.
of
Obviously the basis of each noise calculation is information on the emission
can
noise
railway
and
of
road
emission
the
noise by thl source. In the Netherlands
are
be calculated with the noise Standard Noise Calculation Methods- Parameters
lorries
light
cars,
(motorcycles,
vehicles
of
type
the
the number of vehiclesper hour,
and
including bussesor heavy lorries or with railways the type of train), the speed
based
are
functions
emission
These
type.
track
the
the road surface or for railways
on extensive measurements,which are repeated periodically' From these measurequieter (van
ments one can seefor example that since the 1970slorries have become
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Blokland, 2001), as a consequence of new technology development enforced by
stricter European noise legislation for lorries. Although for cars quiet technology is
also available it is not enforced and therefore not used by the producers of caÀ or
bought by the consumers. Fortunately also new .,quiet,' roád surfaces, railway
tracks and trains are being developed. New types are measured and the calculation
method will be accordingly adapted.
There are no standard calculation functions for the noise emission of industry.
These emissions are very dependent on the activities of each company. For the calculation of noise from industries, measurementsof the noise emissiónat each separate
company and even at the individual noise source of thesecompanies are required.
2.2.2. Integrating GIS and noise compuíer models
The noise computer models and GIS are often separatesystems.The adapted noise
calculation method could be implemented in GIS making conversion andèxporting
data between the systems unnecessary.Existing GIS techniques and functions to
process spatial data could be used to optimise the calculation process,although this
needs further research.
The calculation method should have different levels of detail, so we can estimate
noise levels and noise effects and indicate possible solutions to noise problems
without the need to use complex computer models.
Implementing the noise calculation method in GIS and ..replacing" the existing
software could be difficult since the existing (complex) noise computer models have a
status of confidence.
2.3. Step 3: cumulating noisc
A harmonised standard on noise mapping will be incomplete without a chapter
concerning the cumulating of noise causedby different sources.This is an imporiant
factor in the study on noise effects, since usually the overall annoyance to noise is
determined by more than one noise source. It is also evident that the influence of
new (or the changing of) noise sources depends on the existing noise level. cumulating noise sourcesis also an important issuein regard to "bundling noise sources,'.
Bundling noise sourceswill result in lessnoise pollution than spreading sourcesover
a wide area. For example, a new highway next to an existing railway is, from an
acoustic point of view, better than designing these noise sources parallel but wide
apart. In conclusion, cumulating noise should be considered in noise studies. The
analysing possibility in GIS to cumulate noise levels originating from different noise
sourcesis therefore an improvement in noise effect studies.
Annoyance is also related to many non-acoustic factors of a social, psychological
or economic nature (PBNA, 1995). Moreover the average annoyance (indiviáual
reactions differ) is related to the type of noise source. For example, aeroplanestend
to be more annoying than trains even if the noise levels are the same. Studies have
been done on the response of people to different kinds of sources resulting in
responsefunctions (Fig. 6; Miedema, 1992). These responsefunctions are going to
be used for the European noise mapping studies in the future.
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Fig. 6. The percentageofinterviewed people who were seriously annoyed depends on the noise level and
the kind of noise source.

By taking all the noise sourcesand their respectiveannoyance factors into account
"cumulated" acoustic
and implementing these response functions in GIS the total
situation and related annoyance in the area can be calculated (Fig. 7).
2.4. Step 4: determiningnoise contours
Noise contours are computed in GIS by interpolating noise levels computed on a
raster of points (Figs. 2 and 3). Until now, no standards exist for the used interpolation method or for the density of the raster of calculation points. This is left to
"researcher".
This is not optimal, since significant
the subjective judgement of the
are
based
on
these
contours,
which
makes
it important that these decisions
decisions
are unbiased. The development of directives for the density of the used raster and
for the interpolation method would increase the standardisation of noise effect
studies.
An accurate and complete picture of the noise situation in the surroundings of a
noise source can only be obtained if the density of points is sufficiently high. Like
mentioned before the density should be high close to the noise source and near
noise obstructing objects, while parallel to the source and further away from the
source less calculation points are needed and desired. This results in a decreased
computation time. Obviously, the neededdensity of calculation points also depends
on the desired level of detail of the study, which is dictated by the purpose of the
study.
2.4.L Decreasingcalculatíon Íime
Most of the Dutch commercial acoustic software is capable of determining noise
contours by interpolation. However, this software needs a regular raster of calculation points. The used density is often based on a compromise between accuracy and
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Fig. 7. Result of cumulating noise levels originating from highway and railway

Fig. 8. (a and b) Continuous picture of noise levels after interpolation of calculation points.

computation time. A better option would be to adjust information density to fluctuations in noise levels, like argued before.
Interpolation in GIS does not require a regular raster of calculationpoints. From
a pilot study, in which noise contours were calculated in GIS, it can be concluded
thaÍ 90oÁ of the calculation points and the accompanying computation time could
easily be saved (Fig. 8a). The continuous picture of Fig. 8b is based on the noise
model partly shown in Figs. 4b and 5c. In total 1000calculation points were used for
an area of 3x2 km (600 calculation points in a regular raster of 100x100 m, with
400 extra points to increase the density near the source and near noise obstructing
objects). GIS-functionalities can automatically determine appropriate locations for
calculation points. In acoustic software, the same result (close to the source) can
only be obtained with a raster of 25x25 m with 9600 calculation points in total. This
would lead to a computation time 10 times longer.
Further optimisation is possible with advanced interpolation methods available in
GIS which take the properties of spatial spreading of noise into account.
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Fig. 9. Determining the number of houses where the dictated noise level is exceededby combining noise
contours with the location of houses.

2.5. Step 5: cleterminingnoise fficls
Noise effects are quantified and visualised by confronting the obtained noise contours with information on the surroundings, such as location of houses and other
buildings and/or areas with activities sensitiveto noise (Fig. 9). Functions available
in GIS are used in this process.
Quantifying noise effectsincludes:
L computing the area, which is affected by noise;
2. determining the number of citizens who are annoyed by noise;
3. determining the number of buildings affectedby noise (buildings with activities
sensitive to noise exceeding a desired noise level like schools, hospitals etc.);
and
4. determining the areas within nature parks affected by noise.
2.6. Step 6: presentatíonof the impact oí'noise
To give a more valuable meaning to the results, insight and presentation of the
quality of the results is needed. For example, the calculated number of annoyed
people should be presentedtogether with the variation in this number.
The reliability of the results depends upon the accuracy and quality of the input
data and the validity and accuracy of the computation methods used. Techniques
for dealing with data inadequacies and for disclosing the quality of the results
should be applied in noise effectsstudies. These techniquesinclude:
1. taking the errors in the data and the models into account by methods of error
propagation [e.g. Monte Carlo simulation (Openshaw, Charlton, & Carver,
l99l) or other error propagation methods in spatial modelling (Heuvelink,
Burrough, & Stein, 1990)];
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2. exposing the quality of the results by estimating and quantifying potential
errors;
3. replacing visualisation of exact noise contours by contours with uncertainty
bandwidths; and
4. replacing exact figures by gradual judgements.
Furthermore the presentation should be standardised (de Kluijver, 2001; popp,
2000) and simulations of noise with virtual reality systemswill help laity to understand the acoustical consequencesof plans (Dubbink, 2000).

3. Noise measures: the complexity of the decision-making process
It is mostly thought that law dictates the need for noise measures. This is only
partly true; law in most European countries dictates noise levels (outside the
houses),which are preferably not to be exceeded.
Noise measures could be noise barriers, "quiet" concrete road surfaces, "quiet"
rails etc. However, if costs of noise measuresare too high or if other negative effects,
like the disturbance of the landscape, are too serious, higher noise levels will be
permitted and these kind of noise measureswill not be taken. In this casethe houses
will be insulated and the noise levels outside the houseswilr remain high.
There are no standardised cost/benefit-criteria, which regulate these cost/benefitjudgements. For example the decisions about the placement of noise barriers are
left to the advisors and are from then on a constant subject of debate. Since subjective aspects are involved, this is a complex, non-transparent decision process.
Obviously, this is a major factor of uncertainty in the outcome of noise effect studies. This also means that studies can only be comparative if cost/benefit criteria are
part of the standardization. The European commission, which works on harmonisation of the methods for noise effect studies, should also pay attention to these
aspects.
The lack of standardised cost/benefit-criteria has led to the development of a
variety of criteria. There are almost as many criteria as there are studies (de Kluijver,
1998,2001:'Janssen,1997;vRoM, 1987a, 1987b;waterman, l99g). Most criteria
focus on the balance between the effect of a noise measure (e.g. the number of
houses, which benefits from the measure and the reduction of the noise level
achieved)and the cost of the noise measure (measuredin money). Until now criteria,
which also take other negative effects into account, are not or seldom used like the
effect on free sight and landscape, the feeling of safety (for example, a train platform
enclosed by barriers) and the forming of a social barrier between two neighbourhoods by a noise barrier.
The acoustical cost/benefit criteria, that are used till now, can be distineuished in
three groups:
l. best guessmethod;
2. cluster deflnition; and
3. iterative criteria.
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3.1. Best guessmethod
The first solution is the easiest.A cost/benefit-criterion is set. The acoustic advisor
suggestsa noise measure and the decision-maker checks if the measure fulfils the
criterion. The drawback of this solution is that one never knows if the most optimal
measure within the bands of the cost/benefit-criterion is reached. In other words, it is
difficult to determine whether another possible measurewould reduce more annoyance.
3.2. Cluster defnition
The second solution is also easy to understand. It is evident that a noise barrier in
a city will reduce the number of annoyed more than the same barrier in the open
country where it will causea reduction in noise levels for two or three farms. Clusters of houses are defined based on the density of houses. Noise measures will be
taken to reduce noise levels for the clusters. No noise measures will be taken for
houses outside the clusters. The drawback of this method is that no noise measures
will be taken for houses which lay just outside a cluster and for which only a little
extension of the noise measure (and costs) is neededto make a lot of improvement.
3.3. Iterative criteria
The problems met by cluster definition can only be solved by a criterion that
iteratively extends the noise measure and compares benefits and costs for each step.
The noise measures grow step by step and the effects of each step are compared
to the costs (Fig. l0).
An example of the first group of criteria is a criterion of the Dutch government to
decide whether to subsidisenoise barriers requestedby the local governments or not.
The local governments have to fill in a form with the benefits (number of houses
and the expected noise reduction based on results of a noise model) and the costs.
No alternative solutions are neededin this request.
The second criterion is successfullyused by the Dutch Railways to calculate the
overall need for noise measuresand related costs for nredefined cluster of houses in

Cm the bmier be increaseduith a "step" of 25 m. il
lergth od I n. in height?
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I6u*". ÀdB : sm of the noisereduction
Continues,ith next step.

Fig. 10. Example of an iterative barrier criterion
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the Netherlands (different scenariosfor different levels of ambition). This criterion is
part of an integrated noise/Gl-systemand automatically calculatesthe noise measures
that are needed (Janssen,1997). This system is among others used for a study on a
European scale.This study involved different kinds of noise measuresand their related costs. It showed that on a European scaleit is much cheaper to make trains silent
than to place barriers. These kinds of studies show the relevanceof noise/Gl-systems
and integrated automated cost/benefit-criteriafor noise measures.The costs of these
systemsand studies are only a fraction of the costs of the needednoise measures.
An example of the third criterion has successfullybeen used in a noise study on
different designsfor the new high-speedrailway from Amsterdam (the Netherlands)
to Frankfurt (Germany; de Kluijver, 2001). This criterion was also integrated in a
noise/Gl-system. It automatically calculated the needednoise barriers for the whole
railway in a matter of seconds.The use of the criterion guaranteed that different
designsfor the railway were judged equally by the noise experts, that the results were
comparative and, as a consequence,that the best solution could objectively be chosen.
The iterative approach guaranteesthat the most optimal solution within the bands
of the criterion is reached. This will prevent endless discussionsabout other locations and heights for barriers of which one or the other claims to be better.
The Dutch government recognisesthe essenceof an objective cost/benefit criterion
on the placement of noise barriers. The Ministry of Housing, Spatial Development
and the Environment and the Ministry of rransport, Public works and water
Management have planned to standardise the decision-making process for noise
m e a s u r e sd u r i n g t h e c o m i n g y e a r s .

4. Conclusions
A universal method to map noise effects does not yet exist. The results of noise
effect studies can therefore not be compared. In this article the need for standardisation of noise mapping was argued to make comparing possible. It also gave considerations for the development of standardisednoise mapping tools.
The standardisation of noise effect studieswill be enhancedwhen the methodology
and the level of detail to quantify noise effectswill be laid down in directives. These
procedures can be implemented in a GlS-application. The aim is to obtain an
unambiguous device to uniquely quantify noise levels, so results will no longer vary
w i t h t h e u s e dm e t h o d s .
Since significant decisions are based on the results of noise effect studies, it is not
only necessaryto have the results themselves,but also to have information about the
quality and the reliability of theseresults. A proper use of GIS in noise effect studies,
enables estimating and exposing the uncertainties of the results based on the data
and methods used. A relevant issue in this, is that the efficiency and meaning of
noise effect studies are served by letting the purpose of the study dictate the level
of detail of the results and the allowed uncertainties. Essential hereby is to look at
the noise mapping processas a whole and to seeeach step in this processin relation
to each other.
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Important in noise effect studies is the decision on noise measures against norse.
This àrticle describedsuggestionsto objectify, to clarify and to improve the decisionmaking processconcerningnoise measures.
The lnfluence of noise on the environment is becoming signiflcant important in
areas with an increased pressure on land. Many citizens as well as decision-makers
are or will be involved. Therefore, (legally) secure and standardised noise mapping
should get more attention.
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